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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
GT;X:\180~·-F.i.\YETTE CANAL 
CO~Il-)ANY, 
Plaintiff and Respondent, 
-vs.-
110\,r.._~RD ROBERTS and F. 
D,~VIGH~ MAL~IGREN, . 
. Defendants and .L"1ppeUa·nts. 
Case X o. 90S I 
BRIEF OF DEFENDANTS AND APPELLANTS 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
~~ronl1931 to and Including 1956, defendants, as o'vn-
ers of a .7 e. f.~. \vater-rjght, have been r~a~v ing to plain-
tiff their pro rata part of a $35 .. 00 charge, pursuant to 
contract made in 1931, for transporting 1..4 c.f..s~ of 'vater 
for a distanee of six Iniles from the Sevier ]{.ivcr to the 
point \Vhere the defendant Roberts' '\Vater 'vas delivered 
to him, and a distance of about four miles to the point 
'vhere defendant. ~Ialmgren~s water was.delivered to him~ 
At the conclusion of the year 1956 the plaintiff cor-
poration attempted to abandon the agreement and in-
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stead of aefl.~pting the $35.00 charge, a.").'Jessed a charge of 
$177474 agalnst Ho"\\Tard Roberts and $15.66 against de-
fcndan t F r Dwi g l1t I\lalrngren. 
Tl1ough the defendants u8ed n.ot to exceed tl~e first 
one-third of a fifteen rnile caTlal, the plaintiff has 8ought 
not only to set .aside an a:g_reernent~ practice and rorn~truc­
tion of twenty-five years, providing for an annual charge 
.of $35400 for the use of the portion of the canal, but no\v 
seek~ to charge def en dan ts by \V ay of an assessment f o1· 
not only the maintenance of the entire canal, but to re~ 
quire defendants to pay the ailininistrative and corporate 
costs of the plaintiff corpora tion4 
Ounnison-~'ayette Canal divert8 fron1 the Sevier 
River at a point bet\\""een the towns of A:xtel and Center-
field and extends to the north past the communities of 
Gunnison and l~,ayette, terminating at a point to the 
north of the town of Fayette and east of tlte Sevier 
Bridge Reservoir. 
In the early land boo1n days of the Sevier River 
there \vas a development known as ~~Kearns and ltoh-
bins" and a diversion frotn the Sevier River to that land 
was made through ,,·hal \va.s lrno\\rn as the hKearns and 
Robins Canal," 1rhich canal no1v represents the approxi~ 
mate first four or five miles of the present Gunnison~ 
Fayette Canal. In connection with subsequent acquisi-
tion of ·w·ater ·rights from the Sevier River~ the Gunnison-
Fayette Canal Co1apany by deed became a part owner 
in the ICearn;-:;~R.obbins Canal and used the santtL to e.arr,~ 
the water-rights ar.quired from the Sevier River to the 
Fa~,rette Canal. The Fayette Canal had theretofore car-
ried only waters fro1n the San Pitch River. This pro~,eed~ 
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tng 1~ only coneerned '"it l! the 1\ ea tns-Ro hhi Il~ ~ettion 
of \Vhat is presenUy cotnrnonly kno\\-11 as the '~Gunnison­
~,ayette Canal.'' 
The general adjudication on the Sevler River '\vhich 
resulted in "~hat is comtnonly knO\Vfl as the '"(~ox DecreeH 
\ras initiated in about 1916, and b:·· 1H:!6, State J~~ngineer 
Bacon ltad prepared his propo1:1ed ;tieterrnination of 
'\\'ater-rights and there "\Vere then ensuing a nrnnber of 
hearings as 'vell as trials to settle the respective 'vater~ 
right~ to be determined and adjudicated for the entire 
Sevier Jt.iver~ The tinl.e with \Vhich ~ye are particularly 
concerned in these ue~otiations \va~ the year 1931, at 
'"Thich ti1ne defendant Hov,rard ]{obert~ O\vned 1.4 f.;er.ond 
feet of 'vater designated as. an '~AA Right.1 ' rPhis right 
came to Ho"'"'ard R.oberts from hi~ father, the original 
source having been knov,.:n as R:-an _Springs, tributary 
to the Sevier River. This water-right had been used by 
defendant RobertH on his land under the .Dover Canal 
and had been transferred at various times under tempo~ 
rary permit from the State :B~ngineer. for use on lands of 
the defendant Roberts under the l\: ~arns~llobbins CanaL 
There were other people in the year 1931 \\·ho \Yer·e ovl-'"n-
ers in and using the Kearns-Robbins Canal to divert their 
"\\·aters, such as the Dyring family, the "\Vintch and Niel-
sen families. 
In about the year 1931 the Board of Directors of 
the Gunnison-Fayette Company consisted of Archie :M. 
~fellor~ W .. J4 Gribble, Elgin 1f ell or, Elijah James and 
Ho\vard Roberts (T. 234). .A.rchie :\-1. I\iellor ,,~as presi-
dent1 Jlo,vard Roberts 'vas secretary and Elgin ~Iellor 
"ras treasurer. At a directors' meeting in 1930 a con1-
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lllittoo consisting. of" Archie Mellor and HoVt,.ard Roberts 
\Vere appointed to n1eet 'vith the lo,ver Sevier River 
nserH and to effect an agreement and, if necessary, to 
accept a derluetion of ten per cent of their "\Yater-rights 
for a storage privilege in the Sevier Bridge R-e.servo ir, 
·but leaving it to the officers to make the be~t negotiations 
po~sible. 
At a meeting of the directors of plaintiff corpora-
tion at the Roberts hon1e in Februaryt 1931, the report 
of this comrnittee 'vas presented, pur~uant to whleh a 
discus~ion V.7 a8 had concerning tlle agreeutent that could 
be arrived at 'vhereby the charge to GunniSOil-F·ayctte 
for storage of its 1vater.s in Sevier Bridge Reservoir 
\vould be redueed front ten per cent to three per cent~ 
providing the Roberts \Vater he joined in the stipulation 
to take a di~eount of ten per cent from the 1.4 c~f.s. to 
the credit of the Sevier Bridge Reservoir. The Roberts 
1.4 c4f.s4 AA Right \vas a constant flow rigl1t "\vllich 'ras 
not snbjeet to pro rating at any tin1e, irrP.spective of the 
flo'v of the Sevier River. Roberts had no need for stor-
age and the ntatter concerned 'vas an arrange1nent pur-
suant to· whic.h he would 8uffer a ten per cent discount 
of his \vater-right by bringing the 'vater into the Gun-
nison-Fnyette Canal, providing there \\'as an agreenu;nt 
as to the charge that would be ma4e for the use of the 
portion of the canal required to get the ,,_raters to his 
land. 
Elgin )1 ell or, the treasurer and director, \vas called 
as a \vitness by the plaintiff, and he characterized the 
substance of 'vhat 'vas said at the meeting as follo,vs 
(T4 241) : 
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·~ ..:\. 'Vell, I don't know \vho said it. It \Va~ 
either ~:[r~ .\lt.lllor, Archie ~Iellor, or ~1 r .. Th.Jberts 
suggested that they put their \\Tater in the canal. 
And \ve talked over different tern1s and finally 
they agreed on them, vle agreed on ten per eent 
of their water and $35 a year." 
At Pages 255 and 256 of the transcript ~fr .. ~lellor 
characterized the meeting of February, 1931, as follo\VS: 
HQ. Going baek to this Ineeting of 1931, ~Ir. 
l\Iellor~ at that meeting y·ou were negotiating a 
contract, the arrangement under \Vhich Howard 
Roberts 'vould put that 1.4 ... \..A.. right into the 
Gunnison-Fayette Canal, weren~t you? 
A. I think so. 
Q. And so that contract wa~ to involve his 
right to put the \Vater into the canal, as well as 
"'"'hat arrange1nents would be made for a charge 
for the use of the canal7 
A. That is right. 
• • • 
Q.. And for the privilege of running his 
\vater in the canal he wanted to know what the 
term would be 7 
.A.. That is right.. 
Q.. And did you arrive at terms that were 
agreeable in that meeting to both the corporation 
and to 1tir. Roberts 1 
A.. I think so. 
Q. Now one of those terms had to do "Tith 
the payment of $35 each ~year, didn •t they1 
.. ~. Well, that \Vas part of it.'' 
.. -\.gain at Pages 258 and 259 of the transcript~ 
"Q.. Now, let~s go back to this.. The $35 
was to be the cash charge that '\\"'Ou1d be n1ade so 
long as Roberts kept this 'vater in the canal~ 
5. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. It \vouldn't he $40 or $50 or any other 
figure. It "'""as going to be $35 as a cash asses~­
ment? 
A. Yes. 
Q~- Is that correctl 
A. Yes. In cash. 
Q. .All right N o'v you claim that in addition 
to $35 cash your company ",..as to get ten per 
cent of whatever thi8 144 would have produced 1 
A. Right." 
rrhe In in Utes of the COlnpan y concerned with this 
Ineeting and the COTlt ract negotiated bet,vecn the plaintiff 
corporation and defendant Roberts read as follo,vs (De~ 
fendants' Exhibit 3): 
''~lotion by W. J. Gribble and seconded by 
Elijah ~Tames. That the board accept the proposi-
tion of Ho'\\·ard l~oberts to let him run his 1-4/10 
s.f. of 'vater less 10% of the same, in the Fayette 
Canal permanently for the sum of $35.00 per year. 
That the 10% is to go to the Sevier Bridge Reser-
voir for the credit of the Fayette Canal Company 
as agreed by Ho,vard Roberts as part considera-
tion for the Canal Company getting storage rights 
in said reservoir for 3% of the Fayette Canal 
Cotnpany water instead of 10%.'' 
As evidenced by defendants t motion and ansv,.-er to 
the co xu plaint, it is admitted that the above quoted para-
graph from the minutes, originally written by the fir~t 
,vife of Howard Roberts, was removed with ink eradi-
_cator and rewritten. The plaintiff introduced evidence 
that the handwriting on the portion re-written " 7 as that 
of I-loward Roberts' second 'vife. Hn\vever, such re-
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·writing~ if Inade by the S<!eond \Vife, 'vould have had to 
have been made priut to 1941 ( T. ;~;)-J. ), at \Yhich time 
there ,\·as a 8epatation 'vhen the second v.-~ife moved to 
California. 
The original no tat i( n1 n 1n< l e at the 1neeting by 
Ho\vard Roberts., and rro1n \vhich the rninute.':; 'vere 'vrit~ 
ten into the official rr1inute book of the cotnpany, is de-
fendant~' Exhibit 6. Such original notation contains all 
of the significant vlording concerned with the minutes 
and sup ports the fact that 'vhatever oecurred in the re-
\\~ri till g o£ the 10 inu te~, the re-"\\~rit ten portion directl~y 
reflects the action taken, as evidenced by the origjnal 
notes. 
POINTS RELIED lTPON 
POINT NO~ I 
THE COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO SUSTAIN DE-
FENDANTSJ llOTIONS TO DIS~IISS PLAINTIFF~s COM-
PLAIN-T AS A WHOLE AND AS TO EACH COUNT SEPA-
RATELY~ 
POINT NO. II 
THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF TilE PARTIES 
CONCERNING THE PORTION OF THE .CANAL JOINTLY 
T...:SED RESTING IN CONTRACT, AND THAT CONTRACT 
HAVING BEEN RECOGNIZED AND ACTED UPON BY THE 
PARTIES FOR OVER 25 YEARS, THE CONTRACT GOV~ 
ERNS, AND SECTION 73-1-9~ U.C.A.~ 19~3~ DOES NOT 
ABROGATE OR DISTURB RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES 
FOUNDED UPON SUCH CONTRACT. 
POINT NO. III 
THE DELAY Al\"'"D LACHES OF THE PLAINTIFF COR-
PORATION IN BRINGING THIS ACTION OVER 25 YEARS 
AFTER THE A·CTUAL NOTICE BY DIRECTORS AND 
STOCKHOLDERS OF ALL FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES 
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CONSTITL"TIKG THE CLAIMED ACTS OF MISCONDU.CT 
OR IMPOSITION~ COI\iBINED WITH THE INTERVENTION 
OF RIGIITS OF INNOCENT THIRD PERSONS WHO AC· 
QUIRED WATER RIGHTS IN RELIANCE ON SAID CON .. 
TRA·CT, ES'TOPS AND DEPRIVES THE PLAINTIFF COR-
PORATIQ!\r FR011 CHALLENGING OR SETTING ASIDE 
'TliE CONTRACT. 
POINT NO. IV 
THE PLAINTIFF CORPORATION CANNOT RETAI~ 
THE BENEFITS OR FRUITS OF ITS CONTRACT AND 
ASSERT AS A DEFENSE THERETO PURPORTED ACTS 
OF 11ISCONDUCT OF ITS OFFICERS. 
POINT NO. V 
DIRECTORS OF A CORPORATION ARE NOT SUCH 
EXPRESS TRUSTEES AS WILL PREVENT THE OPERA-
TION OF THE STATUTE OF Ll}llTATIONS AGAINST THE 
CORPORATION IN AN ACTION BY THE CORPORATION 
OR IN A STOCKHOLDER·s DERIVATIVE S"CIT. 
POINT NO. VI 
A CO-USER OF A .CANAL IS RESPONSIBLE ONLY 
FOR. A PROPORTIONATE COST OF ~iAINTENANCE, 
OPERATION AND CONTROL OF THAT PORTION OF THE 
CANAL WHICH IS IN FACT JOINTLY USED. 
POINT NO. VII 
A CORPORATE CO-USER AND CO-OWNER OF A 
CANAL CANNOT REQt:IRE ANOTHER CO-USER TO CON-
TRIBUTE TO THE PAYMENT OF CORPORATION SALA-
RIES, COSTS OF CORPORATE ~·IEETI~GS~ STATIONERY, 
.. CHECKS, COSTS OF BORROWING MONEYS FOR PURELY 
CORPORATE PURPOSES AS A PART OF CHARGES FOR 
1\IAINTENANCEt OPERATION AND CONTROL OF .A JOINT 
CANAL+ 
POINT NO+ VIII 
FINDING OF F A~CT ~0. 3 IS CONTRARY 'TO AND IS 
=NOT SGPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE OR LAW) AS 
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PLAINTIFF IS NOT TI-IE SOLE OWNER OF THE CA~AL 
AS SHOWN BY DEEDS IN EVIDENCE DISCLOSING TliA T 
DEFENDAN·TS AND OTHERS ARE COLOWNERS OF THE 
CANAL. 
POINT NO. IX 
FINDING OF FACT NO. 8 IS CONTRARY TO AND IS 
NOT SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDE:fCE OR LAW~ AS 
THERE WAS NO COMPETENT EVIDENCE OR LEGAL 
BASIS LT PON WHICH j[REASON ABLE EXPENSE~' FOR 
WHICH DEFEND.t\:-.1TS WOULD BE LIABLE COULD BE 
DE'T£R1t1INED; PARTICULARLY WAS THERE NO EVI-
DENCE TO SHOW THE TOTAL ACRE FEET OF WATER 
DlVERTED INTO THE CANAL OR DIVERTED AND DE-
LIVERED TO 'T.EIE DEFENDANTS, BUT IT AFFIRMA-
TIVELY APPEARS THAT rrHE PLAINTIFF CORPORATION 
TOOK "rATERS OF DEFENDANTS AND FAILED TO 
CREDIT OR PAY DEFENDANTS FOR THE WATERS SO 
TAKEN. 
POINT NO .. X 
FI~DING OF FACT NO. 9 IS CONTRARY TO AND IS 
NOT SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE OR LAW AS THERE 
WAS NO EVIDENCE INTRODCCED SHOWING THE AC-
TUAL COSTS OF OPERATING, MAINTAINING AND CON-
TROLLiNG THE PORTION OF THE CANAL JOINTLY 
L"SEDj NOR WAS .ANY BASIS P~OVIDED BY WHICH THE 
COURT COULD ALLOCATE ANY" OF THE EXPENSES TO 
THE PORTION OF THE CANAL JOINTLY USED~ AND THE 
FINDING IS BASED PURELY ON CONJECTURE .. 
POINT NO. XI 
FINDING OF FACT NO. 10 IS CONTRARY TO AND IS 
NOT SUPPORTED BY THE E~liDENCE OR LA\V"' AS TI-IF. 
EVIDENCE SHOWED THE PLAINTIFF RESTED ITS CASE 
ON A PflOTION PASSED BY ITS BOARD OF DIRE'CTORS 
ISSUING A CHARGE AGAINST DEFENDANTS UNSUP-
PORTED BY FACTS OR EVIDENCE ESTABLISHING A 
BASIS IN ACCORDANCE \VITH LAW UPON WHICH ANY 
CHARGE COULD BE MADE. 
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POINT NO. XII 
FINDINGS OF FACTS NOS+ 131 141 16, 17 and 18 ARE 
CONTR.A.RY TO AND NOT SUPPORTED BY THE EVI-
DEN"CE OR LAW FOR THE REASON THAT THESE FIND-
INGS PURPORT TO ESTABLISH A BASIS FOR SETTING 
ASIDE A CONTRACT BY THE PLAINTIFF AND DEFEND-
_.L\N1<~ ROBERTS WHICH HAD BEEN HONORED AND REC-
OGNIZED FOR ~\ PERIOD OF OVER 25 YEARS AND SUCH 
FINDINGS ARE CONTRARY TO AND NOT SUPPORTED 
BY TilE EVIDENCE AND DO NOT IN LAW CONSTITUTE 
A BASIS c:PON WHICH ANY RELIEF COULD BE AF .. 
FORDED~ 
POINT NO. XIII 
FINDING OF FACT NO., 15 IS CON'TRARY TO AND 
NOT SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDEKCE OR LAW FOR THE 
REASON THAT A COURT WILL NOT REWRITE OR DETER-
1\'IINE VOID THE 11INUTES OF A CORPORATION IN THIS 
TYPE OF AN ACTION WHERE NO OFFICER OF THE COR-
PORATION IS INVOLVED AND WHERE THE CORPORA-
~ -
TION HAS NOT TAK-EN ANY ACTION ITSELF TO COR-
RECT SAID MINUTES, AND IN A CIRCUI'.iSTANCE SUCH 
AS I~ ~rHIS CASE PRESENTED WHERE THE ~IINUTES 
EVIDENCE THE ACTION OF A CORPORATIO~, AN·D THE 
CORPORATION HAS NOT ATTEI\'IPTED TO ESTABLISH 
WHAT ACTION IF ANY TO THE CON-TRARY WAS TAKEN. 
POINT NO. XIV 
FINDING OF FACT NO. 20 IS CONTRARY TO LAW 
AND NOT SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE AS THERE 
IS NO EVIDENCE THAT DgFENDANT HOWARD ROBERTS 
CO~CEALED ANY ~lA TERIAL FACT, AND THE EVI· 
DEN·CE CLEARLY SHOWS THA'T ALL STOCKHOLDERS~ 
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS WERE FOR OVER 25 YEARS 
AD,riSED OF ALL OF THE FACTS OF "'"HICH COMPLAINT 
IS MADE BY PLAINTIFF. 
POINT NO. XV 
THAT THE CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND- JUDGMENT 
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POINT NO. XVI 
THE COURT ERRED IN PERMITTING THE SECRE-
TARY TO COPY FROM SO~lE RECORD EVERY EXPENDI-
TURE OF PLAINTIFF CORPORATIO~ AND INTRODUCE 
SUCH IN EVIDENCE AS . PROOF OF EXPENDITURES 
JIADE ON A PORTION OF A CANAL JOINTLY USED AS 
BASIS FOR DEFENDANT'S LIABILI'TY AS A JOINT USER~ 
~Tr. 71) 
ARGUMENT 
POINT NO. I 
THE COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO SUSTAIN DE-
FENDANTS' 1\-IOTIONS TO DIS~1ISS PLAINTIFF'S COI\f-
PLAINT AS A WHOLE AND AS TO EACH COUNT SEPA-
RATELY. 
The complaint of the plaintiff is divided in three 
claims. In the · first claim the plaintiff sets up that it 
owns and operates the Gunni~on-Fayette Canal; that the 
defendants are stockholders in the plaintiff corporation 
and have separate rights from the Sevier River; that 
defendants use the Gunnison-Fayette Canal as a means 
of conveying water to their land to " 7hich they are en-
titled by virtue of their stock ownership in the plaintiff 
corporation and the water which they usc under their o\vn 
separate rights. The significant paragraph of the first 
clai.In is that "Ho,vard Roberts owes the plainti rr the 
sum of $161.74 for the balance of a \vater as~essrncnt 
legally assessed by plaintiff against defendants during 
the year 1956, as his share of the operation and mainten-
ance costs of the canal system for conveying the said 
waters to his land.'' 
The second claim contains a recital that the defend-
ant Iloward R·obert clai1ns that while he 'vas a direetor 
11 
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and officer of the plaintiff company, Robert.~ entered 
in to an agreentent with the company -v.7 h ere by he would 
be able to convey v.,.ater under. his O\vn :_rights through 
the canal for a yearly c.harge o£ $35 .. 00r That sueh an 
agreer~1ent, if any there is, is void and unenforceable 
and \Vas made against the best interest of the corporation 
a.nd V.'as Jnadu v-.,.hile Roberts 'vas a trustee and officer 
of the corporation and 'vas for the personal benefit of 
Roberts and against the inte re s.ts of the corp oration, and 
\vas made in violation of a duty of Roberts towards the 
corporation~ That the present officers have ·no'v repudi-
ated Ute· alleged agreement and· that it is null and void; 
tl1at Mahngren, as a successor fro1n various persons to 
a .portion of the original Roberts right should like"t ise 
be determined. to have no right under sueh agreement~ 
The third claim 8tates that there is a certain nrinute 
entry in the books of the Cana] Company and that there 
has been an apparent erasure, anrl·the minute entry does 
not state or sho'v or reflect in truth and fact the actions 
of the Board of Directors in connection· with the rna t t er, 
and that the action has been repudiated and is no'v re-
pudiated and should by the Court ·be declared to be- of no 
force and effect. 
As its first defense defendant and appella.D:t directed 
1notions to dismiss the complaint as a '\\Thole and as to 
each of the claims as though separately l1y each defend-
ailt. 
As appears at page 24 of the transcript, defendant 
Ho"'~ard Roberts had various \\=-ater-rights in the Sevier 
River "~hjch he would use or lease to others .. In addition, 
he had his rights as a stockholder to \vater of the Gunni-
12 
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son-~.,ayette Canal Cornpany. Such other rights vlould 
be (a) for one-third of a second foot, 'vh ich V!-ras lrno\vn 
as the 1.\ i e l son Class u A'' right, and (b) tlte right of de-
fendants Roberts and ~-lalrugren having a cornbined value 
of .7 c.f.s. of AA 'vater. Each such right would produce 
a different acre foot and consequently a different pro 
rata obligation, if there be an~y· obligation sho,vn. 
Under the provisions of the ·Cox Deeree the AA 
\Vater-right~ did not prorate (T. 231). It \\'aS a rirnl 
right which \vas to be taken from the \Vaters of the Sevier 
River, irrespective of the amount of water flo,ving in that 
river, and did not have to be prorated \vith any other 
pe.t;"son. The Class i.~ .• \" righ l had to be prorated. The 
amount of water which the Gunnison-l~.,ayette Canal 
Cotnpany itself \vould receive and distribute per share 
\\~ould vary with the amount of the flow of the Sevier 
River and in accordance "\vith the various types of rights 
which the Canal Company had "\vhich \vould produce a 
ilifferent volume of water from )""ear to year, depending 
upon the flow of the Sevier River. The significance 
of this recital is to indicate that each of the rights re-
ferred to above would produce a different volume_ of 
water. In other 'vords, under one right the defendant 
Roberts would reeeive a full water right \'-'·hieh would 
not be diminished or p['orated v.dth an~y other use. That 
would be his "AA Right." His A right Vlould not produc.e 
necessarily a third of the second foot but would have 
to take it!:; prorated position vd.th the other .. !\. right~ 
using the eanat 
Does the first claim, then, state a cause of action 1 
Mr. Novak, counsel for plaintiff Irrigation Company,. 
13 
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.. 
· ~tates 11i s action is- under Section 73-1~9 for- contribution 
front a eo-user of ·the canal. To ·state a cause of action 
· under. sueh section it is subntitted that the complaint 
must allege: 
(1) That defendant used 'vater through the canal 
during a specified time .. 
(2) rl,he ainount of water defendant used and the 
total arnount of 'vater used by all others 
through the canal for the srune time .. 
(3) Allege the antount that had been expended 
by plain tiff and others that used the canal 
for the period c.oneerned, and de scribe s ueh 
expens~. a~ reaso-nable and the nature of the 
same, and that ~uch \fa~ for maintenance and 
operation and reasonably required, and \Vhat 
was the character and nature of the l\York 
and expense. 
Plain tiff alleges that it legally assessed defendant 
$161.74 during the year 1956 as his share of operation 
and maintenance costs of the canal system for convPying 
the said waters to his lands .. 
The "'~ords ~~said waters 1' can only refer to the waters 
theretofore described wllich the complaint states are 
'va ters received "as a s tockhoJder ~, and '~\vatc rs they use 
under their separate rights." 
Plaintiff can assess its stock but it cannot assess 
a eo-user .. 
Certainly with out this· complaint alleging that plain~ 
tiff spent 1noney, or did v,}'ork on the canal, it cannot be 
14 
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said that this complaint states any basis in la\r showing 
an obligation of defendant to pay plaintiff any sum .. 
Plaintiff,s counsel states that the stock assessment 
\Vas paid by defendant and there is no issue over 8.llY 
obligation of defendant as a stockholder. 
Because of the ab~olute lack of competent or any 
evidence sho,ving sruns spent on the portion of the canal 
jointly used, the plaintiff cannot now seek to a1nend its 
complaint, and it is subrnitted the rnotion to dismiss 
Hhould be sustained. 
Plaintiff had its Second Cause of Action dis1ni8sed 
Cr'. 168-174). Though the Disti"ict ·Court evidently had 
trouble detennining \vho 'vas plaintiff and what the mo-
tion to dismiss ruight effeet~ it is subrnitted ti1at any issue 
tion to dismiss might effect, it is submitted that this claim 
\v·as dis1nissed. (See minutes of tTune 25, 1958) 
Certainly the third claim raises no issue against 
defendants. The third claim is merely a recital of a por-
tion of corporate minutes 7 'vith a statement that there 
is no erasure and that though admittedly there 'vas ae-
tion taken by the Board, the tninntes do not reflect the 
action taken; that the action is repudiated .. X o cause for 
repudiation is alleged; no allegation as to \\rho tnade 
any alteration; no allegation as to \\··hat the action was; 
no allegation that the corporation seeks to correct the 
minutes. 
It is clear that no cause for relief is stated against 
either defendant, but more important no cause, no com-
plaint is made at all. 
15 
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rrhe action should be no'v and shou1d have been dis-
Inissed }Jotb on the pleadings and in accordance with de~ 
fendnnts~ lnotion to dismiss made at the conclusion of 
plaintiff~~ case (T .. 321). 
POINT NO. II 
THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES 
CONCERNING THE PORTION OF THE ·CANAL JOINTLY 
USED RES'TING I~ CONTRACT) AND THAT CONTRACT 
H-~VING BEEN RECOGNIZED AND ACTED UPON BY THE 
PARTIES FOR OVER 25 YEARS, THE CONTRA~CT GOV-
ERNSt AND SECTION 73-1-9, U+C.A.~ 1933J DOES NOT 
ABROGATE OR DISTURB RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES 
FOUNDED UPON SUCH CONTRACT. 
ln West ~·-nio-n Canal Company -v .. Thornley} 228 P. 
199, 64 T~ tah 77 this co~rt state~ : 
~~The rights and obligations of the par ties are 
the ref ore de ter1nined by contract ; and that con-
tract~ a8 found by tl•e court~ has been recognized 
and acted upon b~y the parties for 1nany yearsr 
Section 13 of chapter 67, [73-1-9 C.C.A., 1953] 
supra, Vlas not intended to abrogate or disturb 
the rights of parties in an irrigation canal found-
ed upon a valid and existing contract and is there-
fore not controlling, under the facts of this case.'' 
There was a contract negotiated between Howard 
Rohert:-:; and the plaintifr corporation by the means of 
v.'hich · he "~as given the privilege of diverting his lA· 
cubic feet per second of \Vater frotn the Sevier River 
through the first six miles of a canal jointly owned by 
the plain tiff corp oration and others .. 
At pages 346~ 347 and 348 of the transcript the de-
fendant ltoberts stated: 
16 
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"~\. Prior to that and when that \Vater was 
e~tabli.~hed for that land we had an individual 
ditch that 'vent from the Sevier River and arross 
Sanpitch and down through all them farms to our 
eount 1·y. It \vas before the ~~ayette (~anal Com-
pany \\-·as built. And later year~ \\"e aha n cloned 
that ditch. V.l e traded part of tl1e right to the 
Gunnison-Fayette Canal Company. I ~old part 
of it to Delta and I transferred, transferred t.hi~ 
water in to the Dover Canal Co1npany and then 
used it in the Dover CanaL 
Q. So then the rt~tognized place of use prior to 
the entry of the Cox Decrue or prior to the nego-
tiations leading to the Cox Decree, the plar-e of 
use for this 'vater \Vas under the Dover Canal, 
the one and four~tenths, before the Cox Decree1 
A. Yes .. 
Q. Then did you enter into some negotia-
tions, ~::lr .. Roberts-
A. 'Vell-
Q. -for the transfer of the one and four-
tenths into the Gunnison~ Fayette ·Canal 1 
A4 'Vhen it cotne up and \\Te had to put a 
point of diversion for the use of this water, I had 
Inore land under the Fayette Canal Compan~y· than 
I did in Dover4 And I had ntore \Vater right in 
Dover than I had there .... .:\.nd I v.}"anted to, \vould 
~ooner u~ed it do\vn the Fayette Canal. And I 
asked the board if they would he interested in 
letting the v,rater go do\vn the Fayette Canal. And 
they ,\,.as they was. So then I v..,..anted to know 
ho\v it was going in and the terrns it could go in 
on. I told them if the~' didn't 'vant jt in tile re I 
could use it in Dover, but I would sooner have it 
over here. And they felt like, at that time, the 
more water they got in the canal and to help keep 
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Q.4 -did you have a 1neeting. 'vith the board 
of direr.torH of the ( ~nnnison-Fayette (~anal (\nn-
pany which v-ras concerned 'vith the transfer of 
the one and four-tenths in to that canal in connec~ 
tion 'vith the arrangements for storage in Sevier 
Bridge encon1pas~ing this en tire field 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. \\1Ien did that meeting take place! 
A. Vl ell~ the first meeting I thlnk 'vas along 
in X overnber, if I rernernbcr right It was early~ 
Of 130 .. l t 'vould he 1930. _._.\nd then \ve finally had 
another meeting in FebruaiJ"", or, yes, February, 
1931, 'vhen they decided-'' 
.. ~t page 355 the action of that n?-eeting of the Board 
of Direeto_r~ or l~ebrua~y 28, 19:3~, s!ated b~y Mr. Rollerts 
as f o llov-.,..s : 
''Q. N O\V has there been anything added to 
Exl1 ibit 6 or Mxhlbit 3 that 'va~ not actually acted 
upon by that board in 1931 at the directors meet· 
ing1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ....\.Tid these minutes · correctly reflect the 
action of the board at that time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As they are now? 
A4 Yes, sir." 
At pages 363, 3G+, 365, and 366 of the transcript: 
HQ. (By Mr. Burton) '':as there a conver~ 
sa ti on bet,veen you and this, the officers of the 
Gunni~on-14.,ayette Canal (\nnpany relative to the 
conditions upon· '\·hirh you could take your waters 
through the Gunnison-Fayette Cana:l! 
1\. 'Veil, all the board. 
18 
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A. Yes. 
Q. \Vhen did that take place f 
A. That night in the meeting, and previous 
before41 
Q. All right And 'vho 'vas present in these 
conversations' 
Q. Now that is Arch f 
A.. ~-\ re h i\l. !\·1 e llor; '\7 ~ J. Gibble; Elijah 
J. J atnes~ and Elgin }1 ell or and myself. 
• • • 
A. \\Tell,. I told them I 'vould like to use rny 
\Vaters in the Fa~-t~tte (~anal and have it put in 
there pennanent.. .And they talked about, I told 
thetn I wanted to kno'\V '\Vhat they '\ras going to 
charge me to put it in, because if they didn't want 
it in there, it 'vasu:ot going to be a benefit, I would 
leave it in the Dover Canal \\'here I had had it. 
And they talked it over a1nong themselves and 
the set do,vn ftTid they figured as to the expenses 
of the canal, and left off 'vhat the canal eo1npany 
owed. The o'ved son1e rnoney for water they pur~ 
chased. They had bought eleven hundred shares 
of 'vater, "r}lj eh amounted to $11,000~ of the Cen-
tral Utah '\rater Co1npany. And when they fig-
ured it all up and all, tlu:.y arrived at a $35 assess-
ment to run that water in the canal. ..A..nd I told 
them that \Ve, I did, that it looked like that we 
could store that \Vater and get the canal eom~ 
pany's \Vater stored for three per cent if I would 
give the1n ten IJCr cent of my \\;ater for storage 
of the Gunnison~E1ayette ·Canal Company. 
At that time it 'vas brougllt up as to the, I 
"' ..ould get a benefit fron1 that ten per cent~ I said 
indi~dually if 1 could get that water through the 
canal and all 1 Vr"'ou]d just as soon use it daily as 
have it stored, which I would. 
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Q. N o'v \Vas anything said relative to the 
duration or l1o'v long thj~ $B5 'vas to apply1 
A. \\Tell, it v,;ras to put in there pertnancnt. 
Q.. A.t $35 a year t 
A. At $35 a year. ~\nd I took no part in 
setting tl1at price .. 
Q. Yott mentioned that Gunnison-},ayette, 
pardon ~e, \vas anything said by any of the other 
persons present¥ 
A. \Ve11, only that they sit and figured it out 
and said they thought it ",.as a fair assessment 
and accepted it in there, and made a motion to 
the effe(}t that they 'vould take in tllat \vay .. 
Q. And thereaftP.r did ~ynu and r~vr.ry since 
that time hh're you r1m your one and four~tenths 
second feet through the canal f 
A. ) .. cs~ sir .. 
Q. And ho\v much did you pay each and 
every year from 1931 for that one and four-
tenths:.~ 
.~\. Well, one and four-tenths. Arch paid 
·half and I paid half, v.-~hich was seventeen and a 
half that I paid and he paid ~eventeen and a l1alf~ 
that part of it.'' 
The pia inti ff ('.0 rp oration C"-3.11 ed as its 'vi tn es s Elgin 
~.rellor wl1o "\\ras one of the directors at the said meeting 
of the directors on February ~~:- 1931 ... A.t pages 2~·);) and 
256 states the follo'''"ing: 
'~Q. Going back to this meeting in 1931, llr .. 
Mellor, at that meeting you V.7ere negotiating the 
contract, the arrangement under which Howard 
RobertH \Vou1d put that 1.4 AA right in to the 
(;unnison-Fayette ranal, \veren 't you f 
A. I think so .. 
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(~. 1\nd so that (•ontract 'vas to involve hi~ 
right to put the water in to the canal, as ·w·ell as 
'vhat arrange•nents \rould be made for a charge 
for the use or the canal? 
A. That is right. 
• • • 
Q. And for the privilege of running his 
\\-'ater in the canal he v.ranted to kno\v what the 
teruts "\\7 ould be 1 
A. That i~ right. 
Q. And did you arrive at terms that were 
agreeable in that rneeting to both the corporation 
and to Mr. Roberts 1 
A. I think so. 
Q. Now one of those terms had to do with 
the payment of $35 each year, didn't they' 
A. \V ell, that was part of it. 
• • • 
Q. Now that 'vas $35 in cash, v.Tasn't it! 
A. I suppose it was cash~'' 
At pages 258, 259 and .:260 of the transcript appears 
the following: 
'~Q. Now let's go back to this.. The $35 was 
to be the cash charge that "'""ould be 1nade so long 
as Roberts kept this water in the canalf 
A. Yes. 
Q. It 'vouldn't be $40 or $50 or any other 
figure. It "~as going to be $35 as a cash asess-
ment1 
A~ Yes. 
Qt Is that correct 1 
A. Yes. In eash. 
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Q. X OlA' you ~ay there was a question raised 
eons tan tly in di recto es rneeting~ concerning tllis 
Ina tter, this contract of Roberts 1 
A. There 'vas. 
Q. Did it eo u1c up in very many direetors 
Jncetings r 
A. SeveraL 
Q.. ~ .... o1v you say several. Tellrne about what 
nun1 b er in vou r recollections 1 
.... 
. A.. Oh, on an average of once a year .. 
Q. .L~nd vlho raised the question~ 
.. A~ Oh, one of the directors. 
Q. Did you ever raise the question t 
A. Yes. 
Q. \Vhat did you say when you raised the 
question 1 
... -\L I told t hcrn there "\vas a complaint; that 
they rlidn 't the stock didn't think they 'vas paying 
enough assessment. 
Q. All right. Then 'vas there any answer 
given on that? 
...:\.. Yes, ~ir. There "\vas. 
Q. 1\Tho ans,vered it 1 
A. \Veil~ l\lr. Roberts sometimes, and Mr .. 
l\f ell or so In etim e ~., said, 1vell, you are getting ten 
per eent and that a1nounts to so tnany acre feet 
and you are get11ug $35, and that is 'vorth so Inuch 
in dollar~ and cents an atrc~ foot, and it values 
pret 1 y (·lose to a fair assessment 
Q. NO\\\ then, as far as your understanding 
of this (•o11t ract 'vould be concerned, taking tlu; 
yr.ar 1956, Gunnison-Fayette Canal Co1npany 
'vould hav~ taken ten per cent of "~hatever water 
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R.oberts and his assigns \vould have been entitled 
to, plu~ $351 
A. That is my understaniling. 
Q4 That is what ·you vlould say ti1e arrange-
ment 'vas1 
A. That is \\'"hat 1ve "\Vere doing 'vl1en I ~,.as 
in there.'' 
Pages 2G9 and ~TO of ,vltnesf.! ~jlgin Sl eJlor's te8ti-
Inony proved the follo"\~ling: 
''Q. Nov,' then U1e majority on the board of 
directors at that time~ consisting of yoursel r and 
Elijah J a1ne8 and C ribble, 'vere \vithout any in-
tere8t \Vhatsoever in this 1.41 
A4 "f.ha t is right. 
Q. 1\ o\v going baek to this n1eeting of Febru-
ary of 1931, at tl1at lUOcting ~{r~ 1\fellor, do you 
remember that ·you and JDlijah J a.1nes set thIs $35 
eharge1 
A~ X o. I can't remember. ''r e- may have 
done, but I eouldn't remember. I \vouldn't say 
I did or didntt. That is too far back for me to 
remember4 
Q. All right ~ehere "\vould be Gribble, you 
and James that 'vould set that amount! 
.li.. I think so. I think after they showed us 
ho\v n1ueh this "\\··ater meant to us, how much \Ve 
'vere going to get out of it, additional water in 
the canal, besides the 10%, I think ~7e did. It 
looked like a good deal at thu t time . 
. A. t page :;71 ~ 
'~Q. All right4 If the three of ~you ~et the 
$35~ tell me ho'v you figured $35' 
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A. I don't recall that. I don't know what 
we suggested or whether they suggested that they 
\vould give that. I rather tl•ink they suggested 
giving that to u~ and \\ ... e accepted it.'' 
At page 272 the 'vitncss Mellor said: 
"Q. X ow, 'vhen you sRy it should have been 
a benefit, how would that-
A. \\~'"ell, additional \Vater. The 1nore water 
you get in the canal you should have less shrink-
age and get more water jn there if you keep the 
canal clean .. 
Q. Now v,ras that dis cussed, the fact it would 
be a benefit to the company by having additional 
water in the canal f 
A. Oh, I think it was brought up. Yes .. ' ' 
At page 273 l1ellor states: 
"Q. .l ant ju~t pointing out there- is a three-
months difference only in ti1ne. Actually you 
knew that Roberts putting his water in the canal 
and the three per cent for Fayette and that ar-
rangernent 'vas all tied together simultaneouslyf 
A. Yes.'' 
l\Iellor proceeded then to describe his activities as 
a '\\'"ater tna.sler and the tnanner in 'vhieh the assessments 
of the company were eotnputed in establishing the fact 
that at the end of a calendar year the company tabulates 
it~ expe~ses for that year and then proceeds to deter-
mine the amount of water that was distributed and pro~ 
rate the expenses establishln g the fact that the assess-
ment is made for in effect the distribution made the 
previous year~ Then at pages 276 and 277 of the tran-
script Mellor states : 
"Q. So there had to be a different basis for 
figuring the upper end then than the assessment 
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for the ~ lta res in the con1pan y ! 
.. A. \\-f.\lL they was on a different water right 
and. it ·wa~ figured so far, Dyrenp; and "\V.inttll and 
thl~lu, HU far they· paid on I he canal and so nntch 
expcn~e tlter had, and it had to he figured differ-
ent. 
(J~ So the practire then " 7 as to take Dyreng's 
co~ts~ the cost~ of the eanal up to the Dyreng di-
ver.sion, and then figure out hov.y much vra ter he 
got and n1ake an assessment accordingly~ 
A. That is right for Dyreng .. 
Q. The Harne would be for Roberts~ 
A.. )J" o. 
Q .. -on his-
A. No. 
Qr-\Vater1 
A. No .. It wasn't for Roberts .. 
Q.. How 'vould it be handled for Roberts f 
A. ':veil, Jl.obcrts on hi~ second foot of \vate-r 
\vas ;:;;o much, definitely so much, a year. 
Q. I see. So there is no necessj ty then of at-
tempting . to determine costs. Roberts would be 
$35 and that was it. 
A. '\Tell, that is the way \V;e_did it/~ 
Concerning the 10~{. of his right.~ "•1titll )lr. Robert...; 
had given up for the benefit of the canal cOinpan~y at page 
277 appears the follo,vjng frotn ~-1 r. ~Iellor's testimony: 
''(J+ \:--ou have testified concerning the con-
versation that you had with :1-Ir. R-oberts in the 
summer of this year~ 
A. I did. 
Q.. And I ""~ill ask you if in that conversation 
)lr. ltoberts didn~t tell you that you got your 
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three per cent by his giving up hjs ten per cent 
to the Sevier BridgeT 
A. lie did.'t 
'l,he reluctance of the adutission~ or llr~ 1\.fellor con-
cerning the arrangements with Robert~ best appears at 
pages 278 and 279 in the follo~:-ing questions and an-
S\Vers: 
"Q. And you knew that 'vas done ·under the 
claim of a contract with the company 1 
A. Well~ I don't think there is any con tract. 
It v.~as jugt an agreernent V{e let them put them 
in. They talked like rnaybe year from year they 
might take it out. So it was just a year to year 
proposition. 
Q. ]-lut it \vas pursuant to 'an agreement with 
the cotnpany~ ~lasn't it1 
A. \\-rell~ as long as it was agreeable. 
Q. X ow I 1vill ask you in that connection 
if you didn't make the following reply or state-
Inent at Page 14 of your deposition. 
A. They 'vanted to know what arrangement 
they could make to put the water in the canal and 
what it would cost them to do it. And that was 
discussed back and forth. And the understanding 
v.~e finally agreed on, my knov.r ledge of thinking 
and the "ray I have al,vays seen it was that we get 
10% and $35. And they· was telling, they told us 
~;<"hat a good deal they got for us on aecount of 
getting our stored for 3%. But I never did hear 
it that that "\vas the \vay they got it was by giving 
10% of their water. 
Qt Did you make that statement! 
A. Yes, sir. 
• • • 
Q. Now there was no doubt in thls under-
26 
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~tanding or a~r~~PliiPnt~ as you call it, with R-ob-
P rt ~ and ~·\ rchi(· ~l .. ~ll~~r l hat ~o long a.~ thP.\' 'vant-
Pd to kPPp tiL(' wn I (•r in the canal that it \rns g-r,ing 
to bP in n'·{·ordanet· ,\·lth t l1 i~ agrecrnent or under-
~tanding that you ha~l at thi~ dire~tors 1ncet.tng t 
.i\. \YeH:r ~o long n~ \ve \vas agre~able and 
t ~ •£·~· 'rere agl'eeahle:r ,\·n n ted to keep it and it v,;as 
agreeable \\·I th u~t that ''""a:; understood from year 
to year. l~~V(_).r·y tirne it \\'H~ brought up there was a 
little arguntent ovc·r i L rPhey threatened to take it 
out; ~tll it ::;o1newhere~ ei~P. Said \Ve didn't want 
it they 'vould take it ~ ( H tH~\\' h(~ t·f~s else, if we didn't 
think it \\~a~ a benefit to u~. 
Q. ..\nd I take it that your company deter-
lnined that thev \\-~anted it then 1 
. . ~ . . . 
. A. ''r ell, \VO did, yes.. \-V ~ 'vent lJlong )vith 1 t. 
,v-e figured under tltose c.onditions 've ",.ould go 
along. \V c wasn't totally satisfied Vrith it, but we 
did it anyv.1'ay." · 
There is no doubt the evidenee conclusively shuv .. ·ti 
that a director's n1eeting "~as held, and that the contract 
\\·a~ negotiated bet:w·een tlu~ plaintiff and the defendant 
Roberts~ .L.:\.s ~ tated in Preis -v. E t~ers/urr p,. J.nc~, 154 Fed .. 
Supp~ement, 98 at page 101 'vhere a contract 1Nas bei~g 
challenged as not being 'vithin the provisions of the 
statute of fraud tlte court states: 
. . 
'~'I'· he n1in n tes of the rnee ting of ..~.-\. ugus t 23, 
1954, signed by the SecretacyT of the defendant,. 
are clear and unequivocal, and the agree1nent con-
:5tituled thereby doe~ not corne "'"ithin t1H: Statute 
of ~,rauds ... In the case of Argus Co. v. Mayor, 
etc., of City of Albany, 55 ~ ~ ,~. 49 5~ at page ;;o 1~ 
~i1nilar to the ease at bar, the 1\ e\v York Court of 
Appenl~ said, ~* ~ ~ and the minutes of the days 
doings of the body, being signed by the clerk 
thereof, there is a subscription of the note of 
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memorandum made by the party, by its agent 
duly authorized. This is a ~atisfactory compliance 
"Ti th the statute. It 1 r 1 e e ts the purpose and in-
tention of the law, by providing an enduring and 
unchanging evidence of the agreement; and it 
1neets its letter, for there is some note or memo~ 
randum of it in vlriting subscribed by the party 
to he (tllarged thereby1 the subscription made by 
an authorized agent.',,. 
In addition there is iu evidence in this case the writ~ 
ten stipulation entered into betv.-·ecn the plaintiff and 
the defendant and other parties in the proceedings ending 
in. the .Cox Decree and by 'vhieh this very result 'vas 
achieved, the stipulation and the Cox Decree providing 
.that the defendant Roberts would have the Gunnison-
Fayette Canal ·as the point of diversion and. would there 
receive this water. 
There is further in evidence now the te~timony pro-
duced by plaintiffs ov,~ witness and director Elgin ~lel­
lor in which the very fact there -,vas an agreement or an 
arrangement made for Roberts to ·put his water into the 
·canal and the details of it set forth including tJ1c $35 an~ 
nllal fee all sufficiently and adequately point out the ·fact 
that there was a contract v.Thich had beon honored and 
aceepted for 25 years covering the basis upon which Rob-
erts put his \Vater in the canal and the amount that he 
would be charged therefor, this contract having been so 
established. C nder the princi pie enunciated at the 1Jcgin~ 
n ing of this point., that contract governs the charge of 
$35 for the year involved. Certainly that must be true 
because there had been no effort made to change the 
a.rrangement between the parties until 8.fter the year 
195 6. Certainly the plaintiff cann at change the basis 
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of the a.H~P~ . .;nH.•nt at l~h~ end of the fiscal year. '"fhi~ 
to1upan~- cannot 'vait until the end of the calPndar Yl\ar 
concerned and then attempt to ~et up a different charge. 
If PlaintIff had a right to rnodify tl1e eontrac~ priee of 
$3;),00, tlley could do that on1y as to an ensuing yeur but 
not a~ to a year v.chere the waters had been delivered 
ttndPr the hasi~ of $35 that had been P.stablished in all 
POINT NO. III 
THE DELAY AND LACHES OF THE PLAINTIFF COR-
PORATION IN BRl)JGING Tl11S i-\CTION OVER 25 YEAHS 
AFTER THE ACTlTAL NOTICE BY DIRECTORS AND 
STOCKHOLDERS OF ALL FACTS AND CIR·CUI\.(S'TANCES 
CONSTITUTING THE CLAJl\IED ACTS OF J\.1ISCONDUCT 
OR IJIPOSITION. COMBINED WITH TliE INTERVENTION 
OF RIGHTS OF I~~OCENT THIRD PERSONS WHO AC-
QlTIRED WATER RIGHTS I~ RELIANCE ON S~;\ID CON-
TRACT~ ESTOPS AND DEPRIVES THE PLA.INTJFF COR-
PORATION FR0)1 CHALLENGING OR SETTING ASIDE 
THE CONTRACT. 
The lo\ver court atten1pt~d to ~tate that there "'~as 
only one "\Va~y in 'vhieh a cont raet could hr. entered into 
and that 'n1.s by a resolution pas8ed and t_he v.'ritten ron-
tract entered in to. ....:\. t page 240 the court states : 
~'And \Vant to avoid the cont.ract or what llr. 
Burton calls a contract. Persona11}r, I don't think 
a contract r.an be made in tlia t. \Yfl ~-· ~~' 
"ff they are going to enter in to the contract 
it has to he someplace besirles on the Ininut~s ~ 
a rr·~olution pa~~ed and a contract entered into." 
rl,lu: eourt further say~: 
''It pertains to rights, conveyance of rights, 
in real estate as far as I can see." 
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Then plain tiff's counsel says : 
""\Ve don't even if it Vt'"ere the action of the 
board of directors without the alterations ... " 
It is obvious that both the lower court and counsel 
for the plaintiff are in error v.rhen they attempt to 'deter-
mine this case on the basis that the contract could not 
have been entered into in a tneeting between Roberts and 
Arch 11 ell or and the other direr-tors of the corporation. 
It is fundamental law that such a contract could have 
been negotiated and 'vas negotiated .. 
As heretofore pointed out, Plaintiff's witness Elgin 
I\1 ella r \\"'R s a director back in 1931 at the time the oon ~ 
tract was negotiated. At pages 259 and 260 of the tran-
script he states ~ 
"Q. Now you say there vlas a question raised 
eon stan tl y in directors meetings concerning this 
matter, this contract of Roberts f 
At There was4 
Q. Did it come up in very many directors 
meetings! 
A. Several. 
Q. X o\v you say· several. Tell me about what 
number in your recollection! 
A. Oh, on an average of once a year. 
Qt And who raised the question 1 
A. Oh, one of the directors. 
Q4 Dirl you ever raise the question t 
A. Yes. 
Q. Which~ 
A. Several times. 
Q. Which meeting f 
A. I couldn't tell you which meetingt There 
'vas several meetings. I don't recall it. 
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Q. \V}tat d1d you say \Vhen you rais~d the 
question~ 
_;\. I told thetn there 'vas a coin plaint; that 
they didn ~t~ thP. stock didn't think they \Vas paying 
enough a~Ht~t:;~ 1 nen t 
Q~ All right. Then \vas there any answer 
given on that 1 
.:\. \' es, sir. There was .. 
Q. Who ans,vered it Y 
A. ''Tell, ~lr. Roberts sornetimes, and ltfr. 
:l:[ellor sometiines, ~aid1 \vcll 1 you are getting ten 
per cent and that arnounts to so many acre feet 
and you are getting $35, and that is '\-vorth so 1nuch 
in dollars and (~Pnts an aere foot, and it values 
pretty close to a rai r assessment.'~ 
Jf•roTn the foregoing it i~ obvious that the directors 
and the s toekho lders \Ve re 'veil a 'vare of the arrange-
menc the contract, thP details of tho Cox Degree and the 
praetice pur~uant to ,vhich Roberts and lfellor had been 
for over a period of t\venty-five years using and paying 
for their Vt~ater 1vhich they brought through the canal.. 
lt is subtnitt~d that any atten1pt at thi~ tinle to set up 
any clainl or fraud, dnres~, iinposition or otht~l'\\~iset if 
this court should for any reason hold that such an issue 
~,.-as before the lo~~er court, that the- doctrine of estoppel 
applies and the Plaintiff corporation eannot no\\1 at-
tetupt to set up such a defense. 
This is partirularly irnportant for the reason that 
as appears in tltit-:. record, third persons have no~~ en-
tered the picture and have bought in reliance upon 
this contrart T·he defendant )J ahngren purchased his 
shares fro In his father. His fatl1 e r i11 turn purchased 
the 20 acre interest in the Roberts' rights from Gribble. 
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0-rib b1e had purchased the 20 acre right frorn Roberts, 
and in these transactions (_.Irihble and the company of-
firers represented to 11 ahngren~ Sr4 and I\:lalmgren, Jr4 
that this particular \Vater right carried an obligation of 
it~ pro rata ~hare of $35 pe.r year and not other'Wise4 
'rhc \vitne8s Jen8en Vt-~ho purchased a part of the Mellor 
interest is in the sante position. 
POI~T NO. IV 
THE PLAINTIFF CORPORATION CANNOT RETAil\T 
THE BENEFITS OR FRUITS OF ITS CONTRACT AND 
ASSERT AS A DEFENSE THERETO PURPORTED ACTS 
OF ~IISCONDUCT OF ITS OFFICERS. 
_..:\.s heretofore pointed out the defendant Roberts 
v.--ith Arch Mellor, at the instance of the plaintiff corpor-
ation, entered into a negotiation "\vhich resulted in the 
sti pulatton on which all of these rights v,rere finally 
determined in the Cox Decree. Roberts had no need for 
any storage privilege because he 'vas entitled to his 
1.4 cubic feet as an /\~~ right without prorating with 
an),.one. As appeared by the statetnent of counsel for 
the plain tiff in this case, this is a constant flo\v r~gh t, 
do~s not vary, and Roberts is always entitled to and 
sho.uld have received his one and four-tenths. He couldn't 
r~ceive a~~~ more than this, nor could anyone for any 
reason legally prevent him fron1 receiving exactly that 
amount. He at no time under any of thes·e arrMgements 
was able to get more nor a larger flow at any time than 
the one and four-tenths .. Being in that situation he \vas 
in a perfect position to be the key figure to secure for 
the plaintiff corporation, which he did, the. right to 
have a storage privilege in the Sevier Bridge Reservoir 
and to secure the 1,000 aere feet, advanced cost figures 
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the Cox Deerpe g-1vu~ to the corpo·ration, in exchange 
for the defendant Roberts agreeing. to let- tl~ese water8 
be taken ·do\vn \vit h all other waters into the Sevier 
River B1·ldge at a discount to him of lOj-~· and "~ithout 
any corrt\Hponding benefit of any kind 'vhatsoever to 
Robert~. Roberts i~ a shareholder in the plaint iff corn-
pany \'r·llo \\·ould be jnte re~ted in seeing that the company 
'ratPr right~ 'verl~ irnproved ~ certainly, ho,vcver, not 
to his detrin1ent as an individual o\vner of one and four-
tenth~. 
\r e have the situation, therefore, v,~here Roberts, a8 
a In~Inbcr .of the negotiating com1nittee and 'vitl1 the 
full understanding of the plain tiff eo rpora tion, agreed 
to sacrifice 10 per cent of his v-?ater right to enable the 
plaintiff to not only eff~rt this stipulation, but to b~ 
able to have storage privilege at only a 3% loss of its 
\Vater rig-hts. Certain1y there is a full and (·otnp1cte 
benefit to the plaintiff curi)oration not only in the fact 
that it improved its \Vater right to have the one and 
four-tenths cubic feet per second in the canal a~ far 
as shrinkage is eon cerned, but the benefit that it aehieved 
in having the privilege of ~torage at such a f·nnal1er 
rate than \\'U~ a v.ailable to any other of the \Vater users 
involved in that stipulation.. 'I'he pri11cipal ha~ b1:c:n 
1\,..ell stated in the case of Baker -vs. Glen-Icood Jlin.i·n.g 
Con~pany. ·82 Utah 100, 21 P.(:2d) 889.~ 
""\Vhere a corporation has received the bene~ 
fit of a contract nnd \\7 hile it . ~till rotaint5 the 
truth thereof it will be estopped fro1n urging 
as a defense that the contract 'vas ultra virous 
to tl1e corporation or that the corporate officers 
"\vere ,vI thou t an thority ''7 i t h respect thereto~" 
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llaving obtained the benefit of a very advantageous 
position this plaintiff corporation surely will not be 
able to talte the equitable position to state nov..-. that 
the contract was unauthorized becn..use of a position 
which 1\lr .. Roberts held, or for any. other reason while 
the plajntiff oompany retains the benefit of the contract 
made in its behalf by Ho,vard Roberts and his giving 
up 10 per cent of his -..vater rights. 
POINT NO .. V 
DIRECTORS OF A CORPORATION ARE NOT SUCH 
EXPRESS TRUSTEES AS WILL. PREVENT THE OPERA~ 
TION OF THE ST .. ~TUTE OF LII\IITATIONS AGAINST THE 
CORPORATION IN AN ACTION BY THE CORPORATION 
OR IN A STOCKHOLDER~"S DERIVATIVE SUIT. 
In the annotation appearing at 123 A.L .. R .. , 346 it 
states: 
'~Directors of a c.orpotation are not suc.h ex-
press trustees as v-.ill prevent the operation of 
the statute of limitations in their favor in a stoek-
holders derivative suit.'' 
In the case of Runswick v. Floor, 208 P .. (2d) 948 
the following rules are announced by this court: 
.aso long as corporate officers act clearly and 
in good faith they are not precluded fron1 dealing 
or contracting 'vith the corporation merely be-
cause they are its officers." 
Citing Mcintyre v. Ajax 1lfining Company, 28 Utah 
162, 77 P. 613: 
,;'There is no sound principle of law or equity 
\\'"hich prohibits one or more of the directors of 
a corporation from entering into contracts and 
dealings '\vith the col·pora tj on j provided they act 
in good faith, and provided there is a quorum 
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of di reetors on the other side of eon tract,. so 
t 1 Hl t the VOtP < l f the in teres ted director is not 
necessary to the adoption of the mea8ure; and 
even in the latter ea.~ e the contract is good in lav{ .. " 
:\ eitJu~r hy pleading nor b~y any evidence has the 
plaintiff in this case sho\vn nn)' act olj 1mposition or 
unfairness on the part of the defendant Itoberts or of 
the noVtr deceased president .t\rch :xlellor. They have 
~llo,rn that there \\'a~ a meeting; that there 1vas a full 
disclosure, that. the facts \Vere \vel! considered; that frorn 
their ovln ·witness ::\"1 ell or, '\' ho \vas one of the directors, 
they produeed the fact that it appeared to be a just 
and reasonable arrangen1ent at the tin1e it \\-'a~ entered 
into; that it hat:~ been knov{n at all tiineEO; l1y· the directors 
and the stockholders; and there has been no basis of 
over~reaching~ or fraud or imposition of any t~{pe by 
pleading or by evidenee introduced in this ease .. I_.iain-
tiff has sought to rest a clain1 or a right to rcpudjat~ 
the eontract i"ur the soJe purpot:le and reason that Roberts 
wa:-3 a diruetor at the tune it \vas rnade. The authoritJ 
indicated is adequate to establish the far.t that such a 
contention has no val idi t}r. 
POINT NO. VI 
A CO~USER OF A CANAL IS RESPONSIBLE ONLY 
FOR A PROPORTIONATE COST OF Th:IAINTENANCE, 
OPERATION AND CONTROL OF TIIAT PORTION OF TJIE 
CANAL \VHICH IS IN FACT JOINTLY USED. 
POIN'T NO. Vli 
A CORPORATE CO-USER AND ·CO-OWNER OF A 
CANAL CANNOT REQUIRE ANOTHER CO-USER TO CON~ 
TRIBUTE TO THE PAYMENT OF CORPORATION SALA-
RIES. COSTS OF CORPORA·TE MEETINGS, STATIONERY. 
CHECKS:~ COSTS OF BORROWING MONEYS FOR PURELY 
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CORPORATE P"URPOSES AS A PART OF CHARGES FOR 
11AINTENANCE) OPERATION AND CONTROL OF A JOINT 
CANAL. 
\'lha 1 is no\f kno'Wll as the Gunnison-Fayette Canal 
consists of a canal 15 rnilef; long, and the cvidenee sJtoV{8 
that defendant J{.obertH' diversion occurs at a point in 
the canal 6 n1i 1 es fron1 its diversion frotn the Sevier 
River. The defendant lfalmgren's point ~f diversion is 
at a point 4 mil~s from the head of the canat The plain-
tiff.~s position has been that both ~·1_a11ngren and defend-
ant ltoberts are required to pay the total expense of the 
.corporation and in addition every expense that the 
corporation incurs for the full length of the canal .. : 
Counsel for the pJaintiff at page 71 of the transcript 
S: tates plaintiff's position as follows 
"r . . it is our position and our contention 
that the de fen dan ts are obligated for their pro 
rata share of the operation ·and maintenance of 
the 1-\dt ole can aJ., bee. au s e operation, dis tri bu tl.~n 
on the lower end of the canal insures their getting 
their \Vater \Vhere they get ·it Secondly, the vnt-
ness testified that each one of these expenditures 
made 'vere expenses of operation, maintenance 
and administration of the canal." 
To further show the confused situation that \Va~ 
pres en ted to the District Court, counsel, at page 78 of 
the t ranscriptt 'vas interrogating the Secretary of the 
compan·:l,. and we have the following ans,vers to 1ris 
questions: 
"Q. (By Mrt Novak) What did the Board 
do at that particular meeting,. Mr. Bartholomew! 
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. \. One of the things \\"C~ did at this partir.n-
lar IHPPting \\-a~ d(l(•ide on the n~sPss1nent that 
should be levied for the .'~ear 19564 
Q. \V hat deterutination ¥~-,.as rnade? 
1\. \\' e deterrnincd that in order to pa:.y- off 
our expenditures and su1ne of the in1proven1enb:; 
that. 've \vere planning that it \vai; nec.e.ssar~~ to 
have a $1 as~es~ment per share. 
Q. \\'hat. detertnination 'vas made 'vith re-
spect to the Class 1\1\ \vat.er1 
_A. l'nasmuch aH each share received about 
one acre foot of 'vater during the year, "\Ve felt 
that the JJouble _A_ "\Vater should be a~ses.8ed $1 
per acre foot of \vater delivered to the o\vners 
of it. 
Q. \\:--as that the action that "\\7as taken by 
the Board at that 1neeting 1 
A. That 'vas the action." 
\Ve have the very confused situation, therefore, that 
not only \vas plaintiff~s counsel contending that every 
expense of the corporation,. every e:xpensc for the full 
fifteen n1iles of the canal \\ras included in the charge to 
defendant f-i, but \Ve had hirn also presenting the basis of 
the assessn1ent not on expenditures and acre feet de-
livered, but on a projer.tion of future i1nproven1ent and 
action that thP corporation 'vanted to take 'vhich they 
tJ1en assessed againsl the defendant Roberts as a joint 
user of the first 6 miles because it appeared that each 
shareholder pPr sl1are received about the same amount 
as the defendant Roberts. 
It is submitted that in this evidence you cannot 
find a basis either accnrate or inaccurate or conceivable 
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upon \vhich the eourt could have determined vlas given 
as the action by this corporation in making it successful. 
You eouldp.'t teJJ \vhether they tried to equalize a matter 
bet'tvcen shareholders and Roberts or \\~hether they made 
an asses~ment on ac.re feet and expenditur~s. Counsel 
for the plaintiff himself didn't know . 
. What is most discouraging is the attitude of the 
court itself for all of the effort that was made to try 
and f~nd out what trte basis for n1aking the assesslrtent 
'vas when the court, a8 appears at page 103 of its 
transcript, says~ 
'~I didn't think it was important, so l v..~asn~t 
even listening to it much.. Just in one ear.'' 
' . 
These are the items ,v·hich defendants are to share 
as purported joint users of the canal and to whlch ex-
ception j s taken : 
(a) Jl bond·for the.treasurer of the corporati~n 
for handling the corporation money. (Tr. 80) This is 
the bond '-'"'"hi ch enables him to qualify as treasurer for 
the c.on1pany under the company rules and regulations. 
(b) Voucher book. rrhis is the book that is used 
by the secretary in making out a request for the trea~­
UI'er, 'vho then makes out the ehec.k for the payment of 
the various items. 
(c) Rental expenses of a ward ltou.se for holding 
the annual meeting of the stockholder8 of Gunnison-
:FTayP.tte Canal Conlpany. ('rr. 80) This is the annual 
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(d) D-7 (~at ",.ork4 1\s appears at page 81 of the 
transcript, this was ('at 'vork for all sections of the canal. 
(e) Rental of a roorn for holding a director'~ 
tneet1ng of the corporation. (Tr. 8.2) 
(f) Legal fees in filing a protest for and in behalf 
of tl1e plaintiff corporation against a well application 
by a man by the nanu~ of liansen. ( Tr. 82) 
(g) The check book for the corporation for the 
Gunnison \~alley Bank, usod In paying its corporate 
obligations. (Tr4 82) 
(h) .A.t page 83 of the transerjpt is an jte1n of 
$203.73 for in tetes t on a note at the Gunnison \:.""alley 
Bank borro\ved by the compan-y for the purchase of 
water4 
(i) Advertising in the Gunnison Valley K e'vs4 (Tr4 
84) 
(.j) Locks on the diversions from the canal for 
the entire system of the canal as appears at page 83 
of the transcript. The secretary estimated there \vere 
60 diversions from the canal, 20 above the Robert's di~ 
version and 40 below the Robert's diversion to the end 
of the canal. 
(k} An item of $233.59 paid to the L"tah State 
engineer by Gunnison-l~.,ayette Canal Cotnpany, an as-
~essment to the River ·Commissioner '\\o .. hich was based 
sole]y on the amount of \Vater delivernd to Gunnison-
Fayette ·Canal CompaT1y. (Tr. 84) In addition to the 
defendant Roberts had had to pay his share of the River 
Com1nissioner's expense on his proportion of the 1.4 
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c.f~~+ N O"\V ns a Rhareholder, and. then again as a joint 
user1 he was asked to pay a part of the Engineer's e.x.-
pen~e to the company. 
As appears at page 85 of the transcript, every ex-
penditure of the company for the fiscal year ending 
in February 1956 "\\,.as put in on Exhibit 5; and Defend-
ants, as joint users of 6 miles of the canal, \Vere assessed 
for every expenditure made for the full length of the 
canal. 
There had been no evidence presented upon 'vhich 
there could be allocated a proportion of any of the '\\·ork 
for the area of this canal that is jointly used by Roberts. 
The court could not have segregated any portion out 
of this c ongl otnera ti on of expense items. The plain tiff 
had made no effort to segregate or to indicate to the 
court Vtrhat proportion v__,.ould be allocated to the first 
6 miles because, as plaintiff had stated its po-sition, it 
intended that ltoberts had to pay for all of the cor~ 
poration expenses on the entire system. 
The very lack of information of the witness Bar-
tholome,v, as seeretary of the company as to v-.That the 
itetns of expense \\Tere, js most vividly portrayed at pages 
85 and 86 of the transcript where he was asked~ 
''Q~ X o\v Laura J4 Gore, for interest~ v-.'"hat 
is that forT 
A4 That is interest on a note that we had 
with 1\frs. Gore for operating, 1naintenance 3Jld 
improvernent. 
Q, 'Vhat "ras the moneys used for and "~hen 
\Vas it borrowed 1 
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.... ~4 lt ,\-a~ used for operating, mainteinance 
and irnprovemPl!l.~. 
Q+ You tr)lrl 11~ that ?\ o'v l \nlnt to kno\V 
,~~] la t o 11i ·rat i 1~ g·. Ina in ten an el· and inl provementE:t 
'TPll rue ~ 1 u · (• i t-i (·~ tl ~ y \\~f 1 u t \\ .. n~ done \Vi th that 
n1oney and \\rhen and 'vltere: . 
.. \. I)art of the tl:--: pPn~c~H or l ran~actions a p-
pear ctn the page before you thai the money ''ras 
used for. 
Q. Xo'v you tell me 1vhat the rnoneys from 
thi.~ Lar'tra J. {l·qre \Y~~~re used for, 'vill .~·ou ~:· If 
you kno"\Y. If yon dt"Jll 1t kno~x tvi·i ~:~ .~01 nnd 1t 
,,. j ll ~ urel y shorten this . 
. A.. They were used for improvements4 
Q. ~-o,v tell Ine \vhat improvements 1 
... \~ For pureha.sing partial flumes; for in-
stallation of partial fh.1uH·~ ~ ~~or cleaning of canal 
and n1aintaining ca.nal : partly for ditch rider. 
Q.. 'Vhen \vere they rnoneys borrowed? 
..:\. Son1etilne het\\'f~(~n the forepart of A. pril 
and the forepart of .\1 ay. Pos~ibly during the 
month of ..:\priL 
Q.. Of 1956! 
~J..+ I \vill have to r~tract that statetnent, 1\fr. 
BurtorL ~rhat interest is on a note that was bor-
ro·w·ed by the previou~ Board a.nd "\Ve paid the 
in t(.i l'('S 1. off. I at n ~ n r r y. 1 d CJTl 't kn(nV "\Y·hat the 
mone~y .. specifically \\··a~ used. for.'' 
At page 86 of the transeript appears a charge for 
'velding. The treasurer's ans\ver to 'vhnt the vrelding 
was he says this : 
.. ~ ..L\.. • To tell you ·w·hich one, I can't do. 
But it took a number of days and he traveled 
from one end to another4" 
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At page 87 of the transcript appear:.-) a charge for 
one Bill ~Tay for a D-7 ·Cat The -witne8s said specifically 
that that cat \vas used on the Jo,¥er end of the canal; 
certainly it had nothing to do \Vi th the joint area of 
the canal used by Roberts. Again at page 87 of the 
transcript the charge of Delois tJ an1es and Dale Dori11.~, 
V{as for n1oss cleaning on the lo,ver end of the canal, 
and had nothing to do \Vith the area used by :11r. 
Roberts. At page 88 we have a charge for plaintiff~ . ., 
attorneys; and that "'a;:; for their services in helping the 
company get a loan for straightening the canal bank 
at the lo"\ver end~ having nothing to do Vr'"hatsoever \\:ith 
the upper end used by the defendant Roberts. Again 
at page SS appears legal expenses of Don Tibbs which 
had to do \Vith filing a protest on an application made 
by one Ray P .. Dyreng ''.:ho 'vas appearing and repre-
senting the interest of the company and had nothing 
to do Vt:'ith the interest of the 'vater rights of the de-
fendant Roberts. 
POINT NO. VIII 
FINDING OF F A·CT NO. 3 IS CONTRARY TO AND IS 
~OT SCPPORTED BY THE E"VIDENCE OR LAW~ AS 
PLAIKTIFF IS NOT THE SOLE OWNER OF THE CANAL 
AS SHOWN BY DEEDS IN E"VIDENCE DISCLOSING THAT 
DEFEKDANTS AND OTHERS ARE CO-OWNERS OF THE 
CANAL~ 
In fiJlding X 04 3 tl1e Court finds that plaintiff is the 
sole O\vner of the canat Exhibit 9 is a deed clearly 
indicating that plaintiff is tlH:~ ov{ner of a ~:2 undivided 
in tere~ t in the canal ( T. 190). At T. 190 plaintiff's 
counsel r onr--edes that plaintiff is the o'vn er of not more 
than an undivided ~~~ interest in the canaL 
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POINT NO. IX 
FINDING OF FACT ~0+ 8 IS CONTRARY TO AND IS 
NOT SCPPORTED BY TH~ EVIDEN·CE OR LAW~ AS 
THERE WAS NO COl\IPETENT EVIDENCE OR LEGAL 
BASIS UPON \VHICH fiREASONABLE EXPENSEH FOR 
\VHICH DEFENDANTS \VOGLD BE LIABLE ~COULD BE 
DETER1tiNED; PARTICTJLARLY WAS THERE NO EVI-
DENCE TO SHO\V t'fHE TOT~~I..~ ~-\CRE FEET OF WATER 
DIVERTED INTO THE CA~AL OR DIVERTED AND DE-
LI\rERED TO 'THE DEFENDANTS, BUT IT A·FFIRMA-
TIVELY APPEARS THAT THE PLAINTIFF CORPORATION 
TOOK \VATERS OF THE DEFENDANT A~D FAILED TO 
CREDIT OR PAY DEFENDANTS FOR THE \VATERS SO 
TAKEN. 
Factual rna t.ter supporting defendant~ s position a1}~ 
pears in detail in the 3.: rgutnent under Points -~li and 
VII and ls included herein by reference .. ~l_lherc is no 
COinp eten t evidence or legal basis for the asses8Inen t 
of a charge against defendants for other than the $35.00 
contract price. rrhe COlnpany Seeretary \Va6 asked if he 
could prorate the expen~es for the Inaintenance of the 
canal fro1n the Sevier River to the Roberts t11rn-out 
and he replied, ~·The records 'vere inadequate. I couldn't 
do t;O .. .,, ( T. 2B8). Both J~lxhi hit 13 and l~~xhihi t 5 are 
for all corporate and canal t~x penditure:·L \\'Then a8ked 
to sho'v fron1 Exhibit 11 or 13, the atnount of \\rater 
delivered to Roberts or the plaintiff toJupany the eoul-
pany 8ecretaT)' ans,vcrpd, Hit is not there, Sir/' ( rp. 
2B2). At (T. :191) the SecrP.tary further explain~ that 
hi~ records are inadequate because there had to be an 
allo,vance for shrinkage which further reduced the 
amount of water vrltieh legally 'vould be the basis for 
determining the obligation of Roberts if the statute 
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rat. her than the con tract of $35.00 'vas to apply. 
POINT NO. X 
FIKDING OF FACT _NO. 9 IS CON'TRA~Y TO AKD IS 
NOT SCPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE OR LAW A.S THERE 
\VAS NO EVIDENCE INTRODCCED SHOWING THE AC-
TUAL COSTS OF OPERATING, Th-IAINTAlNI~G AND CON-
TROLLING THE POltTION OF THE CANAL JOINTLY 
USEDt NOR \VAS ANY BASIS PROVIDED BY WHICH THE 
COURT COULD ALLOCATE A~Y OF THE EXPENSES TO 
THE PORTION OF THE CANAL JOINTLY USEDj AND THE 
FINDING IS BASED PURELY ON CONJECTURE .. 
The evidence of plaintiff consisted of placing it~ 
secretacy,.. on the stand and having him pre Hent a list 
he purportedly took from the books showing every ex-
pense the corporation made in 1956 .. 
There is no ba~is for such evidenee from which the 
Court could deterlnine what expenses \Vere made, if any~ 
on the portion of the canal jointly used, and it would 
be contrary to law for the Court to assess the pro-
portion of expenses for the entire canal as being a 
proportion spent on the first six miles of the canal 
POINT NO. XI 
FINDING OF FACT NO. 10 IS CONTRARY TO AND IS 
NOT St:PPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE OR LAWJ AS THE 
EVIDENCE SHOWED THE PLAINTIFF RESTED ITS CASE 
ON A MOTION PAS SED BY ITS BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
ISSUING A CHARGE AGAINST DEFENDA~TS UNSUP .. 
PORTED BY FACTS OR EVIDENCE ESTABLISHING A 
BASIS IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW UPON WHICH ANY 
CHARGE COt:LD BE MADE. 
At Page 96 of the transcript plain tiff's secretary 
states that at a meeting of the Board of Directors in 1957 
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the Board had taken all of the costs that had been in-
curred in operating the Cornpany for 1956 and added 
proje-e.t cost~ over a fjve-year period for the future for 
improven1en ts t J1a. t ¥.rere proposed to be made, and fig-
ured that a dollar a year per acre font for its ~toek­
holdPr~ and all others u~!ng the eanal \vould be a ~u1n 
'vhich \Vould approach an a1nount to f!Over all such items 
and~ based on these facts, had assessed a dollar an acre 
foot for the use of the canal b~y defendants. 
It is submitted that suc.h a basis for liability of a 
joint canal user is not in accordance \vith laVtr and is in 
violation of the statute should the (;uurt deterinine that 
the $35.00 contract could be abrogated .. 
POINT NO. XII 
FINDINGS OF FACTS NOS. 13~ 14t 16~ 17 and 18 ARE 
CONTRARY TO A~D NOT SUPPOR'TED BY THE EVI-
DENCE OR LAW FOR THE REASON THAT THESE FIND-
INGS PURPORT TO ESTABLISH A BASIS FOR SETTING 
ASIDE A CONTRACT BY THE PLAINTIFF AND DEFEND-
ANT ROBERTS WHICH HAD BEEN HONORED AND REC-
OGNIZED FOR A PERIOD OF OVER 25 YEARS AND SUCH 
FINDINGS ARE CONTRARY ·TO AND NOT Sl~PPORTED 
BY THE EVIDENCE AND DO NOT IN LAW CONSTITUTE 
A BASIS UPON WHICH ANY RELIEF COULD BE AF-
FORDED. 
POINT NO. XIII 
FINDING OF FACT NO. 15 IS CON"TRARY TO AND 
NOT ·SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE OR LAW FOR THE 
REASON THAT A COURT WILL NOT REWRITE OR DETER-
111NE VOID THE ~1INL'TES OF A CORPORATION IN THIS 
TYPE OF AN ACTION WHERE NO OFFICER OF THE .COR~ 
PORATION IS INVOLVED AND WHERE ·THE CORPORA-
TION HAS NOT TAKEN ANY ACTION ITSELF TO COR-
RECT SAID MINUTES~ AND IN A CIRCUMSTANCE SUCH 
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AS IN THIS CASE PRESENTED WHERE THE MINUTES 
EVIDENCE THE ACTION OF ~~ CORPORATIONt AND THE 
CORPORATIO~ HAS NOT ATTEMPTED TO ES'TABLISH 
WHAT A·CTION IF ANY TO THE CONTRARY WAS TAKEN 
POINT NO. XIV ·· · = 
FINDING OF FACT NO. 20 IS CONTRARY TO LAW 
AND NOT ~UPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE AS THERE 
IS NO .~!!VIDENCE THAT DEFENDANT HOWARD ROBERTS 
'CONCEALED ANY ~fATERIAL FACT~ AND THE EVI-
DENCE CLEARLY SHOWS THA'T ALL STOCKHOLDERSt 
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS WERE FOR OVER 25 YEARS 
ADVISED OF ALL OF THE FACTS OF WHICH COMPLAINT 
IS MADE BY PLAINTIFF.· 
POINT NO. XV 
THAT THE CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND JUDGMENT 
ARE .CONTRARY TO LAW AND NOr SUPPORTED BY THE 
FINDINGS. 
- Points X I 1 to X\!, inclusive are tornlJined ·ior argn-
Jnen t~ as they have to do \\' i th the Findings, Conclusions 
and Decree purportedly directed to plaintiffts f1i rrl. 
c.lahn to support the ~'1indi ngs, Conc1 usi ons and Decree 
that the contract of $35.00 a year could be repudiated 
hy plaintiff and thereafter plaintiff rely on the statute 
ratl1ee than the contract. 
As heretofore pojnted out, tl1e District Court t5tateJ 
that a corporation could not rnal<e a con tract un 1 (•ss it 
'\ras based on a resolution of its Board of Director,~ rrnd 
reduced to 'vriting. 
It is submitted that the (~ourt erred in refusing to 
a.ccept as probative the acts of the parties for t·wpnty-
five year~ in honoring the contract~ the ~tipulation in 
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the Cox Decree~ the 1ninutes of t1te corporation and the 
t.Pstirnony of t\vo ~urviving directors that there was a 
directors' Ineet[u~ of the corporation 'vhen the $35~00 
contraet '''HH effected in con~ideration of Roberts giving 
up ten per cent of his 1\ ~4. \vater-right so that the Com-
pany eould receive its Htorage rights Vlith onljr a three 
per cent reduction in its water-right. 
POINT NO. XVI 
THE COURT ERRED TN' PERI\'IITTING TH:I:!! S~CRE­
TARY TO COPY FRO)! SOJ\fE RECORD EVERY EXPENDI-
Tl'RE OF PLAINTIFF CORPORATION AND INTRODUCE 
SUCH IN EVIDENCE AS PROOF OF EXPE~DITURES 
:\IADE ON A PORTION OF A CANAL JOINTLY USED AS 
BASIS FOR DEFENDANT'S LIABILITY .\~ /t JOINT lf~~n 
(Tr. 71) 
It is elernen tal that the secretary of a company of 
this kjnd cannot 1111der the book rule take off from the 
records of thr: company portion~ of its records and intro-
duce the same in evidence as proof of expendj t ures on a. 
joint canal. Proper objections appear in the record 
and it iH clearly an abuse of the ~hop book rule to have 
perrn i tted ~uch proof of purported expenditures. 
Respectfu 11 y subrnitted, 
~·leKAY AND Bl~RTOX 
Attorn-ey.-; for Defend-ants and 
Appellants 
720 X e\vhouse Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
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